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AURiS Simulation Stethoscope for 
Auscultation Training

Item No. 1022744

Weight 0.463kg

Brand iSimulate

MPN: H-AURIS
Read More

SKU:

Categories:Auscultation

Product Description

AURiS is a simulation stethoscope for realistic auscultation training. It functions as a hybrid simulator 
and can be used with both a standardized patient and a manikin. The sounds library is controlled 
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remotely inside the AURiS auscultation training app. AURiS uses advanced sensor technology paired 
with the in-app sounds library that includes heart, lung, bowel and bruit sounds in an easy to use 
instructor interface.

The AURiS training stethoscope will only play the selected sounds when placed on a body. When 
placed on a body, a sensor activates the sound file selected by the instructor and the student instantly 
hears the sound through the training stethoscope.

Instructors operate the AURiS Software by connecting the stethoscope to a mobile device (iOS) via 
Bluetooth.  The setup is done by simply pairing the app with AURiS, which then automatically calibrates 
the stethoscope. The stethoscope is wireless and receives sounds at a range of up to 10 meters (30 
feet).

With the easy to use instructor interface, AURiS can be used on manikins and standardized patients to 
increase simulation fidelity. The system comes packaged with the training stethoscope to be paired 
with the AURiS app, including multiple heart, lung and bowel sounds.

AURiS Auscultation Training Features:

Simulates a real stethoscope
Wireless connection
Auscultation Training App
22 heart and 13 lung sounds
Bruits and bowel sounds
Create patient scenarios with ease
Add sounds to the file
Adjust volume remotely
Adjustable settings
Works with iOS

Delivery content:

AURiS training stethoscope simulator
AURiS storage bag
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